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Norton and Leigh: Optical Blade Management

Optical Blade Management
As optical connectivity is deployed internal to blade servers and new designs
begin to utilize cables to deploy high speed signals, such as Open19, traditional midplanes are
no longer required to support high speed data signals. In these cases, the midplane assembly
are only needed to provide management signals and power to the blade servers while leaving
the expensive high speed copper infrastructure unneeded and unused. The following figures
and description describe a two methods by which the management signals of the blade system
are distributed throughout the blade servers optically, orthogonal to the blade orientation,
separating them from the midplane. The costly, under-utilized midplane can now be replaced
by a simple power bus and optical cable support as it no longer carries electrical signals.
Both implementations rely on optical waveguides embedded in the existing components
of the blade server, in the case shown below, an air flow control baffle.

Figure 1: Generic blade server
with optical connectivity
deployed in mezzanine cards.

Figure 2: Optical transceiver
transmitting through right
sidewall of blade

Figure 3: Optical transceiver
transmitting through left
sidewall of blade

Figure 4 below shows the full signal path through the blade server and management subsystem. The
blade contains two, lensed optical transceivers with TX and RX lanes. The transceivers can either be oriented
at a right angle and mounted near the board edge facing outside the blade or oriented vertically to through
the top and bottom of the blade. The optical signals are received and transmitted via free space optics as
described above and shown below. The blade contains a management chip with one or more mux/de-mux
chips that enable management signals to be transmitted over a signal high speed lane (10Gbps +). The
received optical signals are converted to electrical signals, demuxed, and then sent to the management ASIC.
The management protocol is such that each packet is tagged for delivery to a specific blade based on the
management ASIC ID (i.e. iLO MAC address). If a packet is delivered to an ASIC that does not match the ID,
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then it is passed on to the next blade etc... until reaching the intended blade, thereby allowing a "daisy
chained" optical management connection.

Figure 4: Blade level implementation showing optical waveguides, management ASIC system, and transceivers
for through column implementation

Figure 5: Illustration of vertical lensed transceivers for through row communication
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In addition, an optical network is established within the blade enclosure that links all blades together
using free space optics. This is achieved using management modules that optically connect to one, or more of
the blades depending on implementation (i.e. through row or through column). Figures 6 and 8 below
illustrate these two different implementations. In the through column implementation, an additional passive
management module is required to carry optical signals from adjacent columns. In the through row
implementation, the management module can bridge the two rows of blades. Figure 7 describes the manager
module that originates the management signals to the network.

Figure 6: Through row communication implementation of enclosure optical management network

Figure 7: Manager module for optical management network
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Figure 8: Through column communication implementation of enclosure optical management network
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